1. More New Patients
In-house dental savings programs are proven to increase new patient flow. We give you two options: our full featured QDP program, which includes complete marketing, operational and implementation support, and our MemberDent program, a more “do-it-yourself” approach but with the same operational and implementation support. Both programs are powered by PlanPro software, the fastest and most efficient way to create, administer and track your in-house savings plan.

2. Increased Collections
Eliminate the losses, delays & hidden costs that come with insurance. With both QDP and MemberDent, you set your own fees, receive payment up front and keep 100% of fees collected.

3. Dental Marketing Expertise
QDP and MemberDent were created by a dentist, for dentists. After years of research & refinement in dental practices across the country, we developed each service to meet your unique needs.

4. Professional Marketing
Promote your QDP or MemberDent programs to patients & prospects with customizable marketing materials, including brochures, postcards and online videos as well as print, radio and TV ads. Included in the QDP program fee and available to MemberDent subscribers at an additional cost.

5. Competitive Edge
As a QDP member, you get total geographic exclusivity. That means you’ll be the only dentist in your area who can offer patients the incredible savings and benefits of QDP.

6. Turnkey Approach
We’ve done all the work so you don’t have to. We make it easy to get started with a complete implementation checklist, enrollment forms, FAQs, sample letters & more!

7. Complete Control
Customize a plan that makes sense for your practice. Whether you choose QDP or MemberDent, we won’t dictate your fees or interfere in practice decisions, and patients deal directly with your office. The relationship remains between your practice and the patient — the way it should be!

8. No More Insurance Headaches
QDP and MemberDent help keep private practices private; patients save without the cost & hassle of third parties. Say goodbye to reduced fees, claims forms & delayed reimbursement.

9. Dedicated Customer Support
We’re here to help every step of the way — from live training to a full array of materials, helpful hints and best practices.

10. Positive Community Impact
Do well while also doing good. QDP’s PR team works with local media to promote your practice as a solution for the 60% of the population without benefits, including retirees as well as anyone who pays too much for coverage that provides too little.

Find out more about QDP and MemberDent today.
Call 1-888-960-1221 or visit QDPdentist.com or MemberDent.com

“QDP has been an exceptional program and I would encourage any dentist to consider the benefits for their practice.”

Robert Wick, DDS
Hayward, CA